
                                                    SOLIDARITY IS OUR WEAPON 

 There is no doubt that there has been an alteration of social conditions. Under the 

guise of economic crisis, international capitalists and the Greek government harden 

their attitude against workers and the unemployed, against immigrants and refugees 

and attack with all means to all those who are left over from the capitalist machine and 

those who obstruct its plans. 

However, the promotion of the most fascist and conservative attitudes by the state, the 

police, the local and the foreign bosses and the media armed many bully bastards who 

under the coverage of the state, attack the immigrants. The systematic rise of fascism 

goes hand in hand with the extortionate dilemmas of bankers, lenders and 

governments, with poverty and misery that are steadily rising, with fear and 

estrangement with which they try to cause discrimination among the most repressed 

parts of this society. They want us alone and powerless, silent and frightened, lost in 

fraudulent segregations based on blood, origin, religion, sex or sexual orientation, so 

that they can continue to drink our blood, exploit us and enrich themselves on our 

backs. 

There is nothing that can divide the exploited of this world. Unity and solidarity should 

be our weapons against the new totalitarianism. Together we can build communities of 

our struggles through which we fight to eliminate injustice and oppression of man by 

man. In this war the enemy (either cops or fascists) fortifies itself, attacks and tries to 

drown every single reaction. The only optimistic perspective opened to everyone, is that 

of struggle. A confrontational and without leadership struggle, that is able to crush the 

fascist bastards and their minions, but at the same time is ready to give birth to the 

world of freedom, solidarity and dignity. 

Let the struggle be our celebration during which we 

> Organize joint struggles among natives and immigrants 

> Safeguard public spaces and squares from fascists 

> Create mutual relationships beyond borders and religion 

 

 


